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Street protests broke out overnight over severe water shortages in Iran's oil-rich southwest, according to Iranian news outlets and videos posted on social media on Friday, as the country faces its ...
Iran water crisis spurs protests -reports
Milley wondered why Trump's advisors wanted to attack Iran. "Because they are evil," Vice President Mike Pence said, according to a book excerpt.
Gen. Mark Milley reportedly warned Trump not to strike Iran: 'You're gonna have a f---ing war'
Iran is afraid of a woman’ Despite an alleged plot to lure and kidnap her, the arrest of her brother in Iran Eight months ago, the FBI arrived at Alinejad's Brooklyn, New York, home to alert her that ...
Iranian American journalist reacts to Iran plot to kidnap her
U.S. President Joe Biden has few real diplomatic alternatives to trying to persuade Iran to resume compliance with the 2015 nuclear deal and all appear harder to achieve, current and former U.S. and ...
Analysis: Despite talk of options on Iran, U.S. has few good ones
Iran has spent the 33 years since Operation Praying Mantis modernizing its navy with the goal of conducting high-seas operations.
33 years after getting demolished by the US, Iran's navy is flexing its new muscles
Iran is an existential threat to Israel, but the US administration is determined to reach an agreement with it.
Will the US administration really protect Israel from Iran?
The foiled plot has revealed that if Iran wants to kidnap dissidents on American soil, it most likely can. It's a sobering thought.
Iran Tried to Kidnap a New York Journalist. That's the Tip of the Iceberg | Opinion
Sensor Market" 2021-2027 mainly presents value, growth, volume and market share by players, by size, by product type, by regions, by consumers and also their price change details. As an in depth ...
Infrared (IR) Sensor Market Analysis by Competition, Performance, Sales and Consumption Status and Opportunities and Application till 2027
Masih Alinejad told Insider she was disappointed by the White House response and the administration's intent to continue nuclear talks with Iran.
Activist targeted in kidnapping plot says Iran is testing the US and 'to take no action signals weakness'
The White House plans to continue pursuing Iran nuclear talks and a “diplomatic path forward,” even as they condemn Iran’s “dangerous and despicable” alleged plot to kidnap a U.S. citizen on U.S. soil ...
White House condemns Iranian alleged plot to kidnap activist in US, says admin to continue Iran nuclear talks
"I'd like the Biden Administration to show some gumption and take action against the Islamic Republic," she told Newsweek. "Only a stern response will make the Iranian government stop its malign ...
New York Journalist Targeted in Alleged Iran Kidnapping Plot Urges Biden to Act Against Regime
Iran’s outgoing president is warning his country could enrich uranium at weapons-grade levels of 90% if it chose, though it still wanted to save its tattered nuclear deal with world powers ...
Iran's president warns weapons-grade enrichment possible
Ebrahim Raisi, president-elect of Iran following his sham election, is due to take up his office in August. He may make Scotland his first international destination as president.
Iran's new president must face a travel ban
The LAIRCM system automatically detects incoming missiles with IR guidance systems and fires a high-power laser beam at the IR seeker.
Countermeasure Systems Guard Against IR Threats
Jul 09, 2021 (The Expresswire) -- "Final Report will add the analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on this IR (Infrared) Camera industry." Global "IR ...
Global IR (Infrared) Camera Market | Expected to Reach USD 6078.1 Million | Growing at CAGR of 6.7% | Forecast Period 2021-2027
Iran does not need to have boots on the ground in Lebanon to show how much influence it has. Its proxy, the heavily-armed Hezbollah, has gained enough military and political strength to emerge as a ...
Lebanese fear Iran's influence in efforts to resolve crisis
Facebook said on Thursday it had taken down about 200 accounts run by a group of hackers in Iran as part of a cyber-spying operation that targeted mostly U.S. military personnel and people working at ...
Facebook Says Iran-Based Hackers Used Site to Target U.S. Military Personnel
Iran is not prepared to resume negotiations on coming back into compliance with the 2015 nuclear deal until Iranian President-elect Ebrahim Raisi's administration has begun, a diplomatic source said ...
Exclusive-Iran Not Ready for Nuclear Talks Until Raisi Takes Over -Source
Iran said on Wednesday it could enrich uranium up to 90% purity -- weapons grade -- if its nuclear reactors needed it, but added it still sought the revival of a 2015 deal that would limit its atomic ...
Iran insists it can enrich uranium to 90% purity - weapons grade - if needed
Ebrahim Raisi will assume the presidency next month, but it is unclear when negotiations will resume in Vienna.
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